GENERAL COMMENTS
How did you divide the data into two groups? After treatment, you followed up all patients or selected of them? If you selected, what was the bass of your selection? into two groups? After treatment, you follow up all patients or selected of them? If you selected, what was the bass of your selection? Please survey the latest papers that have been used machine learning techniques to diagnose heart disease and add them to your article: Including:
• Automated detection of coronary artery disease using different durations of ECG segments with convolutional neural network
• Computer aided decision making for heart disease detection using hybrid neural network-Genetic algorithm Table 3 variables." should be corrected maybe echocardiography variables assessment (Table 3) is most appropriate 13. page 15 the authors mention that " Inter and intra-reader reproducibility was assessed before initiating the trial." how was this achieved? 14. it is more convenient for the reader equations to be presented in a separate line using an equation editor 15. page 17 relevant to heart disease will be analyzed instead of relevant to heart disease analyzed 
VERSION 1 -AUTHOR RESPONSE
Reviewer: 1 We would like to thank the reviewer for her favourable and helpful comments. We have further updated the machine learning bibliography as suggested.
• How did you divide the data into two groups? Response: The SALMANTICOR study is design as a cross-sectional descriptive population-based study of the prevalence of structural heart disease. Structural heart disease is defined in the protocol as any of the following heart abnormalities including congenital heart disease, cardiomyopathies, valvar heart disease, ischemic heart disease, pericardial diseases and rhythm or conduction disorders. We will identify these heart abnormalities with the ECG and the echocardiography. Thus, individuals with structural heart disease will be differentiated from individuals with no heart disease and the two groups will be identified.
• After treatment, you followed up all patients or selected of them Response: Patients will be treated if an identified heart abnormality requires further evaluation and intervention by the Cardiology Department involve in the study.
• Please survey the latest papers that have been used machine learning techniques to diagnose heart disease and add them to your article. Response: Proposed references have been added as suggested
Reviewer: 2 We also would like to thank the reviewer for her favourable and helpful comments.
• The author should revise the whole manuscript in order the correct verb time to be utilized. Response: The whole manuscript has been revised in order to correct verb time to be utilized.
• The machine learning methods should be defined in more detail in order to be repeated. Response: Machine learning methods have been defined in more detail according to this observation and the following reviewer suggestions.
• Statistics methods that are going to be used are appropriate and fully described. Response: We appreciate the comments of the reviewer
